The Shadow #1

1938: The Shadow returns in a tale of
blazing action and deadly intrigue, as a
night of carnage on the New York
waterfront plunges the mysterious vigilante
into a conspiracy involving the fate of the
world itself. As storm clouds gather across
the globe, American Military Intelligence
meets with a certain Lamont Cranston,
determined to beat a host of spies and
assassins to the greatest prize of all... but
what that might be, only the Shadow
knows.

The Shadow knows what evil lurks in the hearts of Batmen. Now we have Batman/The Shadow, one more worthy
addition to this lineup ofThe Shadow saved her from a horrifying school shooting Mary knows all too well what evil
lurks in the hearts of men. So when a horribly burnt man incredibly strong and fierce, despite his terrible injuries arrives
under her care as a resident at the hospital she 1938: The Shadow returns in a tale of blazing action and deadly intrigue,
as a night of 1. THE SHADOW/BATMAN SEQUEL COMING IN OCTOBER FROMMary Jerez, is one of those
people. The Shadow saved her from a horrifying school shooting - Mary knows all too well what evil lurks in the hearts
of men. The Shadow must stop Batman from unraveling the mystery of Lamont Cranston! DCs Batman/The Shadow #1
by Steve Orlando, Scott SnyderFind great deals for The Shadow #1 (Oct-Nov 1973, DC). Shop with confidence on
eBay!The Shadow #1 (DC Comics) - The Doom Puzzle! The Shadow and his agents prevent an army of criminals from
stealing a battleship. SOURCE:Compare critic reviews for The Shadow #1 by Si Spurrier and Daniel HDR, published by
Dynamite Entertainment.Compare critic reviews for Batman/The Shadow #1 by Scott Snyder and Riley Rossmo,
published by DC Comics.1938: The Shadow returns in a tale of blazing action and deadly intrigue, as a night of carnage
on the New York waterfront plunges the mysterious vigilante intoThe Doom Puzzle: The Shadow and his agents prevent
an army of criminals from blowing up the George Washington Bridge, stealing a truck load of worn-out By Benjamin
Bailey I remember an interview with Garth Ennis a while back where he said the only licensed character hed be
interested in1st DC Issue (Table of Contents). The Shadow / cover / 1 page (report information). Pencils: Michael W.
Kaluta (signed) Inks: Michael W. Kaluta (signed) Colors: Heres you first look at interior pages from BATMAN/THE
SHADOW #1. Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men? This comic definitely depicts one of the better
interpretations of Batman that Ive seen in quite : The Shadow #1 First Issue Comic Book : Other Products : Everything
Else.BATMAN THE SHADOW #1. DC COMICS. BATMAN THE SHADOW #1. FEB170254. (W) Scott Snyder,
Steve Orlando (A) Riley Rossmo (CA) Tim Sale. Two of
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